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Introduction

Robots that incorporate social norms in their behaviors are seen as more supportive
and friendly. Since it is impossible to manually specify the most appropriate behavior for all possible situations, robots need to be able to learn it through trial and error, by observing interactions between humans, or by utilizing theoretical knowledge
available in natural language. In contrast to the former two approaches, the latter has
not received much attention because understanding natural language is non-trivial and
requires proper grounding mechanisms to link words to corresponding perceptual information. Previous grounding studies have mostly focused on grounding of concepts
relevant to object manipulation [1,4], while grounding of more abstract concepts relevant to the learning of social norms has so far not been investigated.
In this paper, we present an unsupervised cross-situational learning based online grounding framework to ground emotion types, emotion intensities and genders through their
corresponding concrete representations, which represent sets of invariant perceptual
features obtained through an agent’s sensors that are sufficient to distinguish percepts
belonging to different concepts [3], extracted from audio with the help of deep learning.
The proposed framework is evaluated through a simulated human-agent interaction experiment in which the agent listens to the speech of different people and receives at the
same time a natural language description, describing the gender of the observed person
as well as the experienced emotion. Furthermore, the proposed framework is compared
to a Bayesian grounding framework that has been employed in several previous studies
to ground words through a variety of different percepts [1,4].
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System Overview

The employed grounding framework consists of three parts: (1) Perceptual feature extraction component, which extracts audio features from video using openEAR [2], (2)
Perceptual feature classification component, which uses deep neural networks to obtain
concrete representations of perceptual features, (3) Language grounding component,
which identifies auxiliary words, i.e. words that have no corresponding concrete representations, and creates mappings from non-auxiliary words to corresponding concrete
representations using cross-situational learning.
?

This is an extended abstract of Roesler and Bagheri [5].
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Results

The obtained results show that the framework is able to identify auxiliary words and
ground non-auxiliary words, including synonyms, referring to abstract concepts through
their corresponding emotion types, emotion intensities and genders. Furthermore, they
illustrate that the grounding algorithm employed by the proposed framework depends
on the accuracy of the used concrete representations, which are in this study obtained
through deep learning, but does not require perfectly accurate representations because
the framework is already able to obtain all correct mappings, if the accuracy of the
concrete representations is on average only around 85% for all considered modalities.
Additionally, the proposed framework outperformed the baseline framework in terms
of the accuracy of the obtained groundings as well as its ability to learn new groundings
and continuously update existing groundings during interactions with other agents and
the environment, which is essential when considering real-world deployment. Finally,
the framework is also more transparent, due to the creation of explicit mappings from
words to concrete representations.
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Conclusion

The proposed framework allowed identification of auxiliary words and grounding of abstract concepts, like emotion types, emotion intensities and genders, through their corresponding concrete representations in an online manner using cross-situational learning.
In future work, we will integrate the framework with a knowledge representation to
explore the utilization of abstract knowledge to increase the sample-efficiency of the
grounding mechanism as well as the accuracy of the obtained groundings, and enable
agents to reason about the world with the help of an abstract but grounded world model.
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